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Summary
The Town Planning Board was created by the City of Halifax in 1916 to create a
comprehensive plan for the City of Halifax. Their work was interrupted, however, when
the Halifax Explosion devastated the city, and wiped out the entire community of
Richmond. Although it was a great tragedy, it was recognized by the City, The Town
Planning Board, and renowned planning expert Thomas Adams that the Explosion
presented a great opportunity to improve the conditions in Halifax. There was a desire
to see the reconstruction of the Devastated Area proceed in a manner that would
provide improvements to housing and infrastructure in the City, and not to allow
hastily constructed dwellings to become permanent structures that would worsen the
social conditions in the City. This was to be done in accordance with a carefully
planned and executed town planning scheme.
As work set about to create a town planning scheme for the City of Halifax, the
incorporation of the Halifax Relief Commission created a division of town planning
powers that lasted almost three decades. In the years following the Explosion, the fate
of a significant portion of the North End of Halifax was largely outside the control of
those who lived there. The Devastated Area, under the control of the Halifax Relief
Commission, saw the construction of new housing, streets, infrastructure, and public
green space.

In the remainder of the City of Halifax, the Town Planning Board

continued to work to create its own town planning scheme. Many of the same
improvements were planned for the rest of the City, but without the blank slate that the
Relief Commission had, the Town Planning Board had to contend with wealthy
property owners who objected to some of the “improvements” in the town planning
scheme. Ultimately, though the Town Planning Board’s scheme was formally adopted,
it never received approval from the province and was never implemented.
Following the flurry of planning activity after the Explosion, there would be a
lull in planning activity in Halifax that lasted a decade. Town planning in Halifax
became of interest again during World War I, with the City wanting to ensure a smooth
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transition from its booming wartime economy to peacetime. The city created the Civic
Planning Commission for this purpose, and in 1945 it released the Master Plan for the
City of Halifax. In anticipation of the Halifax Relief Commission relinquishing town
planning powers, which happened in 1948, the Master Plan included the Devastated
Area, and was the first comprehensive plan for the city since efforts first began in the
early 1900s to achieve such a plan.
Thomas Adams’ plans for Halifax after the Explosion were aimed at improving
social and health conditions in the City, in hopes that there could be a positive outcome
from the Halifax Explosion, and future lives could be saved. After the reunification of
planning in the 1940s, the rationale for town planning had changed. Although many of
the same physical changes were proposed for the City in the Master Plan as had been
carried out in the Devastated Area following the Explosion, the justification for these
changes was different. Rather than seeking to improve social and health conditions of
ordinary people in the City, town planning was used as a tool to displace residents who
needed these improvements to other areas of the city, so that their homes could be
demolished to make way for commercial or transportation projects.
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Introduction
On the morning of December 6,
1917,

the

Mont-Blanc,

a

French

munitions ship en route to Europe,
collided with the Imo, a Belgian relief
ship, in Halifax Harbour. The resulting
explosion, and the fires that followed,
killed an estimated 2,000 people and
injured 9,000 more. The force of the
blast destroyed homes, businesses,
and

infrastructure, and

left 6,000

homeless and 25,000 with inadequate
shelter.1 The blast was the largest manmade explosion the world had ever

Figure 1: Map showing location of Explosion (Canada Alive!, n.d.)

seen, and the relief efforts that followed were nothing short of miraculous. The stories
of devastation, heroism, and recovery have been told in novels, history books, films, and
television commercials.
Although immediate efforts after the Explosion focused on providing relief and
shelter to survivors, it was recognized almost immediately that the Explosion provided
an opportunity to improve conditions in Halifax, and town planning would take an
important role in the long-term rehabilitation of the city. By 1918, responsibility for
town planning in Halifax was divided between two groups. The area that was destroyed
by the Explosion was designated as the “Devastated Area” and put under the control of
the Halifax Relief Commission (HRC), a federal body with sweeping powers, including
town planning. The Town Planning Board continued to be responsible for town
planning in the remainder of the City of Halifax. In the years that followed the
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Explosion, both groups worked to create town planning schemes for their respective
jurisdictions.
The Halifax Explosion was one of the most significant events in the history of
Halifax. There are some well-known examples of how town planning impacted Halifax
after the Explosion, such as the construction of the Hydrostone neighbourhood. But
was the planning legacy of the Halifax Explosion bigger than just the reconstruction
and redevelopment of an area devastated by the Explosion? What was the nature of the
relationship between the two organizations responsible for town planning in Halifax,
and what factors directed the relationship? What role did the public have in the
planning process, and how were they able to influence the actions of the bodies
responsible for town planning? How were the improvements that came about because
of the tragedy distributed across the city? Finally, did the plans that these bodies
created, and the factors that guided them, leave a planning legacy that lasted beyond
the lifespan of the Halifax Relief Commission and the Town Planning Board?
With the 100th anniversary of the Halifax Explosion upon us, there is renewed
interest in the event, and the impact it has had on the city. The Halifax Explosion was
a great tragedy, but also provided an unprecedented opportunity to redevelop and
improve a large area of the city. While existing literature tells a very captivating story
of the Halifax Explosion, there are still many unanswered questions as to the planning
legacy left by the Explosion, and the bodies responsible for town planning in its wake.
The Halifax Explosion was not simply a moment in time, but an event that would have
a significant lasting impact on how Halifax redeveloped over the decades that followed.
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Approach & Methods
To complete this project, I have taken a qualitative exploratory research
approach. I set out to explore whether there was a planning legacy of the Halifax
Explosion, without any pre-conceived notions of what I might find. Through an
extensive literature review of academic writing related to the Halifax Explosion, and
town planning at the time of the Halifax Explosion, I narrowed down my research
questions and established the context through which I undertook my research.
Understanding the historical perspective of planning in the early 1900s was
crucial to analyzing the historical records I found. It would not make sense to analyze
the data that I found with the perceptions I have of planning as it exists today. To
establish what planning practice of the day was, I considered some of the major
planning movements that existed at the time, and whether these were emerging in
Halifax. Additionally, it was critical to understand the conditions that existed in
Halifax, and the external events such as the war, which created prosperity for Halifax
due to the city’s military importance.
I conducted my initial literature review though database searches of papers and
journal articles at the Dalhousie Library, as well as through consultations with
Dalhousie School of Planning faculty who have done research or have had students do
research relevant to the topic. I also met with a local historian familiar with the Halifax
Explosion to identify other researchers who have explored the topic and who could be
of assistance in providing sources that may be useful to my research. The archivists at
the Halifax Municipal Archives and Nova Scotia Archives also directed me towards
prior research that had been done that was relevant to my topic. The topics I focused
on for my literature review included town planning movements of the era, early town
planning efforts and legislation in Nova Scotia, the history of North End Halifax,
redevelopment efforts after the Halifax Explosion, and the history of Halifax’s Town
Planning Board.
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After conducting my literature review, and narrowing down my field of research,
I conducted a detailed review of primary archival records. The primary sources I
focused on were the minutes, correspondences, and records of the Town Planning
Board, the Halifax Relief Commission, Halifax City Council, the Board of Control, and
the City Engineer’s Office. I searched through these sources, looking for references to
the Halifax Explosion, or town planning. As I found entries that were relevant to my
topic, I created an index containing the dates of meetings, a brief description of what
was discussed, references to other organizations that were mentioned, and other
information that was relevant and available. As I started to discover who the key
players were that influenced town planning after the Explosion, I expanded my
searches to include instances when these people interacted or corresponded with other
groups or individuals. This inventory allowed me to cross-reference significant
findings with records of other bodies. As I built my inventory, and cross-checked
events, I started to discover the relationships that existed between the different
organizations, and identify significant gaps where organizations did not have the
relationship that I would have expected.
Once I had taken an inventory of relevant entries in these primary sources, I was
able to create a narrative of how these bodies operated, how they interacted with each
other, and how they responded to certain events. I identified who the key players were
in the planning process in Halifax, both for the Town Planning Board and the Halifax
Relief Commission, and analyzed the relationship that existed between the Halifax
Relief Commission and the Town Planning Board. I also looked for clues as to how these
different bodies viewed their roles and responsibilities in the planning process. I read
through correspondences of these bodies with members of the public, and the minutes
of public meetings to determine whether there was public reaction to what was being
done, or whether the public may have influenced the actions that were taken.
As most of the resources I used for this project are approaching 100 years in age,
there were references to some documents that I could not locate. Additionally, there
may have been decisions made that were not recorded in the official minutes, or there
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may have been factors influencing the decisions that were made that were not
recorded. Neither of the town planning schemes created by the Town Planning Board
could be located, so I assembled as many details as possible from the map that
accompanied them and the minutes of the meetings where the schemes were
discussed. The minutes of the Halifax Relief Commission were extremely detailed, but
unfortunately not indexed. Although I could locate the records that I knew to look for,
based on my inventory of significant dates gathered from other sources, there may be
further information in these records that I was not specifically looking for that could
shed more light on the topics I studied.
Despite these limitations, the research I have done has allowed me to tell the
story of town planning in the wake of the Halifax Explosion, identify some of the
successes and limitations of the work of the Halifax Relief Commission and the Town
Planning Board, and consider how the actions of these bodies and the work they did
shaped Halifax in the decades that followed.

5

Halifax & Town Planning before the Explosion
Soon after the founding of
Halifax, the lands north of the
original settlement were set aside as
farmland. By 1857, development was
beginning to push further North
from Halifax, and the land that
would become the community of
Richmond was transferred to the
railway

commission,

which

“Location of smokestack industries
in Richmond branded it workingclass, but the community was by no
means a slum. Most houses were
respectable, if plain, flat-roofed
wooden dwellings, distinct from the
older row houses and tenements
south of North Street.”
– Paul Erickson, Historic North End
Halifax

subdivided it into building lots and built Halifax’s first railway station and a large
railyard along the harbour.2 By 1878, the Hopkins Atlas of Halifax (Figure 2) shows that
the transformation of the site, from farm land to a suburb of Halifax, was well under
way.3
In 1866, the first of Halifax’s street railway lines opened, and the railway station
in Richmond was connected to downtown Halifax by horse-drawn streetcars.4 Even
after the main railway station moved to North Street in 1877, the increased connectivity
with the South End led to Mulgrave Park and Acadia Square, both in Richmond,
becoming popular recreation areas for Haligonians.5
Halifax had always had a working, industrial waterfront, and it was hoped that
the arrival of the railway would spur further industrial development in Richmond.6
Unfortunately, Nova Scotia’s entrance into confederation was not good for the Halifax
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Figure 2: 1878 Atlas of Halifax showing the early development of Richmond. (Hopkins, 1878)

economy, and it took the adoption of the National Policy by the Dominion government,
which subsidized Canadian industry, to spark the industrialization of Richmond.7 By
1880, Richmond was home to many large industrial operations, including the Acadia
Sugar Refinery, which employed 120 employees, and the Halifax Graving Dock, which
was capable of repairing the largest warship in the world.8
The housing in Richmond consisted primarily of detached, wooden buildings,
at a much lower density than older Halifax suburbs. With so much industrial, military,
and railway development in the area, it was mostly working class residents who called
Richmond home. Although the housing in Richmond was not grand, it was generally
well-built.9
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Early Town Planning Activities
At the beginning of the 20th century, the idea of town planning as a profession
was in its infancy. The industrial revolution in the 1800s had led to rapid urbanization,
and was considered to have done “much good and much harm” to cities.10 The Chicago
World’s Fair of 1893 had provided inspiration for early advocates of town planning in
Canada.11
At the end of the 19th century, the City Beautiful Movement sought to introduce
monumental grandeur into cities as a way of overcoming the dreary conditions that
had followed this period of rapid growth in cities.12 The City Beautiful movement was
criticized, however, as prioritizing grand civic structures over the very real needs for
decent housing and improved living conditions.13
When the focus of planning turned to the provision of quality housing and
improved living conditions, the idea of suburbanization and the Garden City became
more prevalent. The Garden City movement was intended to provide an alternative to
the crowded, industrialized city by locating new housing in decentralized, selfcontained communities surrounded by open space.14
Halifax, which had always prospered in wartime, and languished in peacetime,
had a strong interest in town planning in the early 1900s. The Civic Improvement
League, a group of wealthy citizens and community leaders, primarily from the South
End, led an initial push for improvements and town planning in Halifax. The Civic
Improvement League published articles and illustrations detailing potential
improvements that could be undertaken in Halifax, and lobbied Halifax City Council to
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undertake some form of town planning, but to no avail.15
Unable to persuade Halifax City Council to voluntarily engage in town planning,
the Civic Improvement League turned its attention to a provincial act that would
mandate town planning.16 When the first Town Planning Act passed in 1912, it received
little fanfare, overshadowed in the media by other events such as the sinking of the
Titanic.17
The 1912 Act was essentially a stripped-down version of Great Britain’s Housing,

Town-planning, etc., Act, 1909. It gave municipalities the authority to create town
planning schemes, but did not require planning experts to be involved in the creation
of town planning schemes. It also enabled municipalities to set the procedures and
regulations concerning the adoption of a plan with very little oversight by the
province.18 Ultimately, as town planning remained voluntary, this Act did little to
encourage the City of Halifax to adopt a town planning scheme.
Thomas Adams, a world-renowned town planning expert employed with the
federal Commission of Conservation, was critical of the 1912 Act, describing it as hastily
adopted and without adequate means of implementation. In 1915, efforts began to repeal
and replace the 1912 Act, and Adams was consulted on what the new legislation should
look like. Along with Robert McConnell Hattie, a journalist and member of the Civic
Improvement League, Adams was instrumental in drafting the Town Planning Act,

1915.19
The 1915 Act mandated planning and required all municipalities in the province
to create a town planning scheme within three years. Rather than giving municipalities
15
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the freedom to set their own regulations and procedures, the Nova Scotia
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines was the governing authority. Municipalities
would have to apply for permission from the Commissioner to prepare a scheme, and
would have to follow the regulations established by the Commissioner. The Act also
required town planning schemes to be prepared by professional engineers or
architects, and required property owners to be notified of the adoption of planning
schemes that could affect their property.20
On February 10, 1916, Halifax City Council read and adopted a January 21st report
from the City’s Board of Control recommending that City Council create a Town
Planning Board under the provisions of the Town Planning Act, 1915, and
recommending who Council should nominate for the positions on the Board.21
Appointed to the Town Planning Board were R.M. Hattie and George McKenzie, both of
the Civic Improvement League and former aldermen, the mayor, two aldermen, and the
City Engineer.22
The Board held its organizing meeting three months later, on May 10. Thomas
Adams was present, on behalf of the Commission of Conservation, and advised the
board on how they should proceed. Members of the Board were to familiarize
themselves with the Town Planning Act, and a map showing built out areas of the city
was to be prepared by the City Engineer.23 The Board intended to reconvene in August,
when Adams intended to be back in Halifax, and at that time he would make a
recommendation on whether a town planning scheme should be prepared.24 It happens
that this would be their only meeting until after the Explosion.
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Halifax Explosion
On the morning of December 6, 1917, the city was heavily damaged, and the
community of Richmond completely destroyed. Many wooden structures that were not
leveled by the Explosion would succumb to fire, as over-turned coal stoves ignited
blazes that spread quickly through the neighbourhoods.25 A massive winter storm,
which dumped 40cm of snow on Halifax, would help extinguish the fires, but many
more people would die of exposure. By the end of the day, 25,000 people were left with
inadequate shelter.26
Within hours of the Explosion, the city had formed volunteer commissions to
coordinate the response efforts. With the help of the military, the tasks of tending to
the wounded, removing the dead, and providing food and shelter began27 28 The Halifax
Relief Committee, as it was originally known, was soon formed to manage the relief and
reconstruction efforts.
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Divided by Disaster: Town Planning After the Explosion
In the aftermath of the Explosion,
there was much talk about what should
be done in the heavily damaged North
End. While the immediate concern was
on providing relief for the victims of the
Explosion, the need to properly plan and
reconstruct the area was already being

“The
north
end
preferred
democracy, but it is a question
whether democracy included the
right to build up another shacktown for the children of Halifax
industrial workers to grow up in”
– Halifax Herald, April 22, 1918.29

discussed by the afternoon of December 6.30 At the City Council meeting of December
12, there was a report read from the Board of Control that suggested the city might
acquire the whole of the devastated area so that it could be properly planned and
reconstructed.31
Upon hearing of the disaster, Thomas Adams wrote to R.M. Hattie, the secretary
for the Town Planning Board of Halifax, to urge that reconstruction not commence
hastily.32 Although devastating, Adams recognized that the Explosion also created an
important opportunity, and suggested that the military provide housing that was
specifically designed to be temporary, so that permanent housing could be carefully
planned and constructed.
Less than a week after the disaster, Adams arrived in Halifax to start assessing
the situation and determine how best to proceed from a planning perspective. In a
report to the Board of Control on December 15, 1917, Adams laid out a list of
considerations that should be taken in reconstructing the area destroyed by the
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Figure 3: Excerpt from plan of Halifax showing the destruction from the Explosion. Areas outlined in red are burned ruins,
blue are totally collapsed, and orange are badly wrecked. (N.S. Board of Insurance Underwriters, 1918)

Explosion. He was adamant that relief and reconstruction should not simply consist of
rebuilding what had been destroyed as quickly as possible; rather, he was concerned
with taking the time to thoroughly devise a redevelopment scheme that would improve
the quality of life for residents, and bring permanent improvements to the city. Adams
remarked that the opportunity presented by the disaster could actually save lives:
When we reflect that the death rate in Halifax from preventable disease, and
particularly from the death rate of infants, meant that we were continuously
wiping out the lives of hundreds of citizens – merely as a result of bad social
conditions – does that not suggest that even the terrible losses in this
appaling(sic) tragedy may not turn into an ultimate gain, if we can so improve
the social conditions as to save as much human life in the future as has been
lost in the fell blow that descended on the city a week ago?33
When the Town Planning Board met on the evening of December 17, 1917, for the
33
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first time since its organizing meeting in May of 1916, the Board discussed what its role
should be in the re-planning of the North End. The Board anticipated the creation of a
commission to deal with reconstruction of the devastated portion of the city, but there
was uncertainty as to whether the commission or the Board would ultimately be
responsible for town planning in the area. Pending the creation of the commission, and
the determination of its duties, the Board decided to start preliminary work on the
preparation of a town planning scheme, and ask the federal Commission of
Conservation to allow Thomas Adams to give his undivided attention to the matter.34
After the creation of the Halifax Relief Commission, the Town Planning Board
still held the view that they should be responsible for the creation of a town planning
scheme, and the HRC should be responsible for reconstruction according to that
scheme.35 A meeting between the Town Planning Board and the Halifax Relief
Commission occurred early in 1918. Both groups seemed eager to cooperate, with the
Board’s secretary describing the meeting as “very satisfactory”.36 As the HRC had not
yet had its incorporating legislation passed, it was still primarily concerned with
providing relief, and encouraged the Town Planning Board to act quickly in its creation
of a town planning scheme.37 At its next meeting, the Board unanimously decided to
appoint Thomas Adams as a consultant, and directed him to begin drafting a scheme
for the Devastated Area at once.38
Sometime between the “very satisfactory” meeting between the HRC and the
Town Planning Board, and the incorporation of Halifax Relief Commission, it was
decided that the HRC should be directly responsible for the creation of a town planning
scheme for the devastated area. There is no explanation, either in the Board’s minutes
or the HRC’s minutes, as to what caused this shift in attitude towards planning
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responsibilities, but the relationship between the Board and the Commission seems to
have soured, and there is no indication in the minutes of either body that they ever met
in an official capacity again.
Once it was decided that the Halifax Relief Commission would be responsible
for creating its own town planning scheme, the Commission appointed Thomas Adams
as a consultant in this capacity.39 This is not surprising, as he had been working on a
town planning scheme for the devastated area for the Town Planning Board since
March. The boundaries that the HRC ultimately settled upon (see Appendix A) included
areas most heavily damaged by the disaster, as well some adjacent areas that had been
less heavily damaged where housing could be more quickly built.40

Regional Planning
As a consultant to both the Halifax Relief Commission and the Town Planning
Board, it is not surprising that Adams still believed that effective town planning must
not stop at a jurisdictional boundary. Adams was a proponent for town planning to
happen at a regional level, rather than local level, and that cooperation between
neighbouring municipalities was the best way to proceed. In August of 1918, Adams
revealed the extent of six planning schemes he was working on: two within the City of
Halifax and four within Halifax County. The Town of Dartmouth had not yet agreed to
participate in the regional planning schemes that Adams was preparing, but he was
confident that they would ultimately be convinced of the need for town planning.41
In an article for The Contract Record in 1918, Adams discussed the issues that
were to be addressed in the town planning schemes being prepared for the Halifax area.
Adams believed that effective town planning in the Halifax area should consist only of
39
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Figure 4: Map showing the areas of six planning schemes Adams was working on in the Halifax area in 1918. (Adams, 1918)

matters that would lead to economic development or protect the health and well-being
of inhabitants. He was steadfast in his belief that town planning simply for aesthetic
purposes was not appropriate at the time and given the conditions in Halifax.42

Devastated Area Scheme
When An Act to Incorporate the Halifax Relief Commission was passed by the
House of Assembly in 1918, the ability to create a town planning scheme was just one
of the many powers granted to the Commission. The HRC was given complete
independent control over its funds, did not have to pay taxes on any land that it owned,
could expropriate land without contacting landowners, and could change the

42

Ibid.
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Figure 5: Portion of Town Planning Scheme created for the Halifax Relief Commission in 1918. (Adams, 1918)

boundaries of the ‘Devastated Area’ as it saw fit.43 While these powers sound vast, they
were deemed necessary given the urgency of the situation, and the need for
reconstruction to proceed quickly.
When the time came for the Halifax Relief Commission to adopt a town planning
scheme, Adams presented a scheme (Figure 5, enlargement Appendix B) that included
the realignment of streets to eliminate steep grades and provide more direct
transportation routes, provisions for public green space, restrictions on density of
buildings land uses in different areas (zoning), and the establishment of building lines
to prevent buildings from coming too close to the street.44 Going far beyond simply
rebuilding the devastated area, Adams’ extensive plans were for a new Halifax, where

43
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streets would be paved, and better water and sewer infrastructure would be provided.45
The scheme also included the construction of many new streets north of Duffus
Street that necessitated work to be done outside of the boundaries of the Devastated
Area.46 Because there were two authorities responsible for planning of the affected
areas, Adams suggested that the Relief Commission undertake the work to extend the
roads north of the Devastated Area.47
Although the HRC was impressed by the thoroughness of his work, it felt that its
responsibility stopped at the boundaries of the Devastated Area, and so were not
receptive to engaging in planning at a wider scale.48 In 1918, the Halifax Relief
Commission ultimately adopted the portions of Adams’ plan that fell within their
boundaries.
Adams ideals of using town planning as a tool to better the social conditions in
the city didn’t always align with what the HRC viewed as its mandate, which was to
provide relief and to reconstruct the Devastated Area. The Commission was receptive
to making improvements where they coincided with their duties, but did not find it
appropriate to expend additional funds to engage in civic improvements outside of this
scope. In the eyes of the HRC, nobody should benefit from the Explosion, and those who
were poor before the disaster would remain poor after.49
One area where area where Adams desire to improve social conditions aligned
with the HRC’s mandate to provide new housing was the Hydrostone district.
Constructed in the year following the Explosion, the new neighbourhood was built with
non-combustible Hydrostone blocks. The Hydrostone neighbourhood was Canada’s
45
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largest residential development at the time, and even with the challenges of wartime
shortages and a devastated local environment, the project proceeded quickly. The
debris was cleared, new streets and infrastructure were laid out, and building lots were
created.50 The Hydrostone provided a showcase opportunity for Adams to demonstrate
the ability of town planning to be used as a tool to improve conditions.
While there was a general labour shortage due to the war, many of the workers
who did remain in Halifax had lost their livelihood when the Halifax Explosion
destroyed large industrial areas along the Harbour. The reconstruction efforts would
provide jobs as well as housing. A call was put out for a hundred men to work at a new
plant in Eastern Passage where the Hydrostone was to be manufactured.51

Town Planning Board Schemes
With planning responsibility for the Devastated Area now under the domain of
the Halifax Relief Commission, the Town Planning Board returned its attention to
creating a town planning scheme for the rest of the city. During the years that the Town
Planning Board was active, it approved two Town Planning Schemes for the City of
Halifax.
In May of 1918, the Town Planning Board passed a resolution to apply to the
Commissioner of Works and Mines for authority to create its first town planning
scheme, later referred to as Scheme Number One. The description of the boundaries of
the scheme specifically excluded “any lands that may be declared as ‘The Devastated
Area’ by the Halifax Relief Commission.”52 While the wording of this resolution was
altered in the Board’s next meeting on June 18 to remove the phrase that excluded the
Devastated Area, the final approval that came from the Commissioner of Public Works
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and Mines did in fact exclude the Devastated Area.53
While the board was waiting for the approval of the Commissioner of Public
Works and Mines to prepare Scheme Number One, the Board applied for authority to
create another town planning scheme on September 16, 1918, referred to as Scheme
Number Two. The area covered by this new scheme would be the area bounded by
Queen Street, Sackville Street, South Street, and the waterfront. Scheme Number Two
contained road improvements to accommodate the increased traffic that was
anticipated by the opening of the new Ocean Terminals Railway Station. Specifically,
the plan called for the construction of a diagonal avenue from the corner of Barrington
and Morris Streets to Queen Street near Spring Garden Road, and to widen Barrington
Street between this new road and South Street.54 The Board was informed on January
10, 1919 that their application to prepare Scheme Number Two had been approved.55
By 1921, the final plan was starting to take shape, and the Town Planning Board
was looking ahead to how the plan would be implemented. The board decided that it
would be “an impossibility to serve a notice on each individual owner affected by the
Scheme,” and it was decided to ask the Commissioner to vary the Nova Scotia Town
Planning Scheme Regulations to allow the Board to notify the public of the scheme’s
approval by newspaper ads.56 The Board passed a resolution to this effect on April 18,
1921, also requesting the ability to show Scheme Numbers One and Two on the same
map, and a change of the scale required on the map.57
Unfortunately, neither of the actual Town Planning Schemes could be located at
the Municipal Archives, but the Map Referred to in the City of Halifax Town Planning

Scheme (Figure 6, enlargement Appendix C) shows many of the planned changes that
the Board had planned for the city. The final scheme from the Town Planning Board
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Figure 6: Map referred to in the Town Planning Scheme created by the Town Planning Board in 1922. (City of Halifax,
1922)

indicated building lines, locations of new streets to be widened or constructed,
restrictions on land use in different areas, and lands to be set aside for public open
space and public buildings.58 The improvements seen in the Town Planning Board
Scheme are the same types of improvements seen in the Relief Commission Scheme.
In March 1922, the Board heard objections from the public concerning the
proposed scheme, specifically the inclusion of a driveway along the eastern shore of
the Northwest Arm from Quinpool Rd. to Francklyn St. Despite Adams having advised
the board in 1920 to negotiate with affected property owners, the proposed driveway
apparently came as a surprise to the property owners, who banded together to object to
its inclusion in the plan.59 60 The Board gave in to the owners, and passed a resolution
that the driveway be removed from the scheme, as it would “ruin some of the City’s
most beautiful Residences, Clubs and other properties without any compensating
benefits to the Citizens of Halifax generally.”61 This incident was the most prominent
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example of the public influencing the actions of the Town Planning Board.
On April 11, 1922, four years after applying for authority to create a town planning
scheme, the scheme was signed and sealed by the secretary, and the Board resolved
that the scheme “is hereby made the Town Planning Scheme for the said portion of the
said City of Halifax”.62 The Scheme and map were sent to the Commissioner of Public
Works and Mines for final approval. Attached to the request for approval was a request
for the Commissioner of Public Works to vary the Nova Scotia Town Planning Scheme
Regulations so that if the scheme is approved by him, the procedures would be deemed
to be complied with, and the scheme would be deemed to be of full force and effect
under the Town Planning Act, 1915.63

Implementing the Plans
Although both the Town Planning Board and the Halifax Relief Commission
were successful in creating town planning schemes for their respective areas, they had
varying success in implementing them.
Because of the broad powers held by the Halifax Relief Commission, it was able
to begin work on redeveloping the Devastated Area quickly. By December 22, 1917, the
Relief Commission had decided to contract a company to clear the debris from the
Devastated Area.64 By April of 1918, the provincial legislature had passed An Act to

Incorporate the Halifax Relief Commission, granting the HRC the powers to expropriate
land.65 The Devastated Area was resurveyed, and new building lots and street lines were
laid out as proposed in Adams’ town planning scheme.66 By September of 1918,
construction of the Hydrostone had begun to provide permanent housing and replace
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the temporary housing constructed immediately after the Explosion.67
The Relief Commission’s plan for a master planned community, where only the
highest standards would be allowed, was not one that was shared by all. Some residents
of the North End did not want their futures placed into the hands of experts, and there
were initially protests about how the situation was being handled.68 Some residents
initially demanded a say in how the Devastated Area was redeveloped, but their
concerns fell on deaf ears, and the Relief Commission quickly proceeded with
implementing their plan.
While the Halifax Relief Commission was able to prevent any permanent
construction from proceeding in the Devastated Area until the new scheme was
prepared, development in the remainder of the City of Halifax did not stand still during
the four years that the Town Planning Board was working on its town planning
schemes. While the schemes were being developed, the Board heard many applications
from property owners who wanted to build a structure or subdivide land that would
contradict the town planning scheme. The Board had to decide whether to grant
permits for these applications without even having completed their town planning
scheme. Other property owners wanted to build structures that were not allowed under
the existing regulations, but would be permitted under the town planning scheme, and
had to wait for the scheme to be adopted before they could proceed.69
Some of the grand projects called for in the town planning scheme, such as a
large public park at the entrance to the City at Fairview, had to be removed from the
scheme because property owners were not willing to sell their land.70
Soon after the Town Planning Board approved their town planning scheme and
sent it to the Commissioner of Public Works and Mines, the board ceased meeting, and
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did not reconvene for almost nine years. There is no indication in the available records
to explain why the Town Planning Board never heard back from the Commissioner, or
if it did, why it never met to discuss this. Despite working for four years to create its
town planning scheme, the Town Planning Board appears to have given up on seeing
their plans implemented.
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Reunification of Planning & Legacy of Explosion
The Halifax Explosion created a division in the responsibility for Town Planning
that lasted almost three decades. Between the 1920s and ‘40s, several significant events
transpired that eventually lead to the reunification of town planning in the City of
Halifax. In 1945, Halifax finally achieved the creation of its first Master Plan for the
entire City, including the Devastated Area.71
After adopting the 1922 plan, the Town Planning Board would meet only four
more times for minor matters, and then would not meet again for nine years. This
hiatus coincided with the dissolution of the federal Conservation Commission, where
Adams worked, and the retirement of R.M. Hattie from the Board due to health
reasons.72 With the loss of its well-respected planning consultant, and one of its
founding members, the Town Planning Board seems to have lost momentum.
The structure of the Halifax Relief Commission changed in 1948, becoming
primarily a pension board for survivors of the Explosion.73 The HRC no longer had town
planning powers for the Devastated Area, and that responsibility was returned to the
City of Halifax. The Commission sold off its rental housing, ceased planning activity,
and simply became a pension board.74
When the Town Planning Board met on June 29, 1931, it was their first meeting
in almost nine years.75 The new members of the Board met to discuss the status of the
1922 Town Planning Scheme, and it was decided to arrange a meeting with the Premier
to discuss the approval of the Plan.76 The new members of the Board had to acquaint
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themselves with the plan so that they could suggest changes that should be made.77
Additionally, there was uncertainty as to the powers of the Board, as legislation passed
in 1931 concerning the powers of the City of Halifax conflicted with the 1915 Town

Planning Act.78 It even appears that the Board no longer had a copy of the town
planning scheme, and so members didn’t get a chance to inspect the Plan until their
meeting of July 2, 1937, when the scheme was returned to the Board from the Province.79
The Town Planning Board’s work to secure a town planning scheme for the City
seems to have progressed slowly. In 1943, the City of Halifax created the Civic Planning
Commission to study planning related matters and create a report on how the city
should develop after the war ended.80 The Civic Planning Commission ultimately
created a Master Plan for the City of Halifax in 1945 (Figure 7, enlargement Appendix
D), incorporating the earlier town planning schemes of the Halifax Relief Commission
and the Town Planning Board in its plan.

The Devastated Area was included in

anticipation of the change to the HRC’s structure, and the HRC’s scheme was included
with no changes.81 The earlier Town Planning Board scheme was included, but
expanded on, since the City had grown over the preceding 20 years.82
Steps towards regional planning were finally taken in 1939, when the Halifax
and Dartmouth Metropolitan Area Commission was created by the province, and given
the same powers that a Town Planning Board would have.83 Although the Master Plan
only included the City of Halifax, it made provisions for inter-municipal services, such
as parks and playgrounds.84
Despite Social Planning being included in the Planning Commission’s mandate,
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Figure 7: 1945 Master Plan for the City of Halifax (Civic Planning Commission, 1945)

it largely recommended deferring these services to the provincial or federal
governments, which were in negotiations at the time on how to handle these social
issues.85 Unlike Adams’ view that town planning should not be used simply to beautify
cities without improving the conditions in which people lived, the Civic Planning
Commission focused heavily on Civic Beautification and slum clearance in its plan.86
The Master Plan was adopted by City Council without discussion on June 11,
1946.87 Since the report of the Civic Planning Commission also included non-planning
related matters, Council directed the Commissioner of Works to extract the parts of the
plan dealing with zoning, streets, and other planning related matters, and compile a
plan to be adopted by the Town Planning Board as the Official City Plan, and to be
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submitted to the provincial Department of Municipal Affairs for approval.88
On the surface, it seems that some of the goals in the new Master Plan aligned
with the goals of the earlier town planning schemes, such as making provisions for
green space, improving transportation routes, and improving the physical conditions
of housing. But the principles behind how and why these things should be designed
had changed. Other improvements included in the plan, such as new roads and traffic
circles, were modernized versions of the improvements that had been seen in the
earlier plans. Most of these transportation projects were not implemented, with the
exception of the Armdale Rotary, the land for which was purchased in 1945 in
anticipation of the adoption of the Master Plan.89
New public housing was built in the 1950s and ‘60s in what had been the
Devastated Area, but the planners of the era did not share Thomas Adams vision for
improving social conditions through town planning. The Mulgrave Park housing
project was built in the North End to house 1,300 of the 1,600 displaced residents of the
Jacob Street area of downtown, which was demolished to make way for commercial
development.90 Africville, in the far North End of the City, faced a similar fate,
demolished to make way for the MacKay Bridge, with many residents relocated to a
new public housing project at Uniacke Square.91 In 1956, an amendment to the National

Housing Act allowed the City of Halifax access to federal funds to relocate these
residents from “slums” that were highly valued for redevelopment for other purposes,
such as commercial development.92
Unlike The Hydrostone, the new era of public housing was intentionally
designed to be unappealing or inconvenient in certain ways so that residents would
not be too comfortable and would not stay for too long. The site location and conditions,
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Figure 8: Newly constructed public housing shortly after the opening of Mulgrave Park (Collection of Norbert Schoenauer, c.
1961)

it was thought, would ensure families and individuals only took up residence there if
they had no other choice; that they would endeavour to try to better their circumstances
so they could move on to better housing that could be provided by the private sector.93
Unsurprisingly, however, the result of locating a marginalized population in a location
with poor access to transit, employment, recreation, and other services was not
empowerment and success, but rather further marginalization and poverty.
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Conclusion
The decade that followed the Halifax Explosion was a time when the
intersection between emergency response and town planning transformed the City of
Halifax. The relationship between the Halifax Relief Commission and the Town
Planning Board, and the role of public input in the creation of town planning schemes
affected the outcome of these planning efforts, and shaped how the city would change
during this time.
The relationship between the Halifax Relief Commission and the Town Planning
Board was not a close one, and the goal of creating a comprehensive plan for the City
of Halifax was not achieved for almost 30 years after the Explosion divided town
planning responsibility in the City. Despite the efforts of Thomas Adams to encourage
the two bodies to work together and ensure that the changes in the City would be
harmonious, this was not to be the case. The Halifax Relief Commission viewed the
cooperation in town planning activities outside of the Devastated Area as outside of its
mandate, and it seems the Town Planning Board simply became indifferent to the
actions of the HRC.
Both the Town Planning Board and the Halifax Relief Commission gave great
discretion to Thomas Adams, an outside planning expert, in determining what
improvements should be made to the City. Neither body put much emphasis on public
input in the creation of the town planning schemes. In the Devastated Area, the public
seems to have had very little influence in the plans that were created, and how
reconstruction was carried out. In the rest of the City, despite the Town Planning Board
making very little effort to engage the public, there was greater influence by property
owners who objected to the plans of the Board in having the town planning scheme
changed.
Many improvements came to Halifax following the Explosion, such as the
construction of new housing, streets and infrastructure, which drastically improved
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conditions for people in Halifax. And while town planning was used as a tool to improve
social conditions in Halifax after the Explosion, these improvements did not occur
equally in different parts of the City. The greatest advancements were made in the
Devastated Area due to the extensive damage, and the ability of the Halifax Relief
Commission to carry out the reconstruction work as they saw fit. In areas of Halifax
and Dartmouth outside of the Devastated Area, the Relief Commission provided funds
for those needing to repair or rebuild their homes, but these areas did not experience
the same transformation. It would be decades before these same improvements would
come to other areas of the city on such a large scale, and inadequate living conditions
persisted in areas such as Downtown and Africville until the 1950s and ‘60s. When new
public housing was built for residents of these areas, it was not done to improve social
conditions; rather, it was done to get people out of the way of development for other
purposes.
During the gap between the flurry of planning activity that followed the
Explosion, and the return of town planning in the 1930s and ‘40s, the vision for what
town planning could achieve seems to have changed. While the Civic Planning
Commission incorporated much of Thomas Adams’ work for the Halifax Relief
Commission and the Town Planning Board into its 1945 Master Plan for the City, it
seems many of his ideals were not shared by a new generation of planners in Halifax.
Adams’ vision that town planning could be used as a tool for improving the social
conditions of ordinary people was replaced with a view of town planning as a tool for
freeing up valuable land needed for commercial development or transportation
projects by demolishing the “slums” that stood in the way.
It is unfortunate that the social improvements that came about in the Devastated
Area did not create a planning legacy that was worked towards in the rest of the City.
The era of The Hydrostone, which had served as an ideal example of what public
housing should achieve, was forgotten. The people of Halifax who had the misfortune
to be born into poverty did not receive the same interventions as those thrust into
poverty and despair by a dramatic event.
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Epilogue: A Future Legacy?
The Halifax Relief Commission was finally dissolved in 1974, when the Halifax

Relief Commission Pension Continuation Act was passed by Parliament. This Act
repealed the earlier Act which created the HRC and transferred its remaining assets to
the Canadian Pension Commission, who would continue paying pensions to survivors
of the Explosion.95 There was a provision in this new act that when there are no
remaining pensioners, the remaining funds are to be returned to “a provincial or
municipal body in Nova Scotia to be used for the continued rehabilitation of the area of
Halifax that was damaged by the explosion at Halifax in 1917.”96 It was unclear at the
time of this writing whether there were any remaining pensioners, or whether there
were any remaining funds. It remains to be seen whether Halifax will ever see the
return of any remaining Relief Commission funds.
If remaining funds should ever find their way back to Halifax, this could be the
final legacy of the Halifax Explosion. The Act stipulates the money is to be used for the
continued rehabilitation of the Devastated Area. Although the public housing that was
constructed at Mulgrave Park was not in response to the Halifax Explosion, it certainly
presents a stark contrast to Thomas Adams’ ideals for what public housing should be.
The final legacy of the Halifax Explosion could be correcting the mistakes made by
planners in the later part of the 20th century, who used town planning not for the
improvement of social conditions for ordinary people, but for the benefit of private
developers.
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Appendix A: Boundary of Devastated Area administered by the Halifax Relief
Commission (Minutes of Town Planning Board, 1916-1949, 102-40, City of Halifax fonds,
Halifax Municipal Archives, Dartmouth NS: 63)
"Commencing on the east side of Campbell Road at a point formed by the
intersection of the said east side of Campbell Road end the northern boundary
of the Military property known as Wellington Barracks; thence westerly. A long
the northern line of the said Military property until it comes to the east line of
Gottingen Street; thence northerly along the said east line of Gottingen Street
until it comes to Russell St.; thence westwardly following the south line of
Russell St., extension till it comes to the east line of Robie Street; thence
northerly along the east line of Robie Street until it comes to the north line of
Leeds Street thence eastwardly following the north line of Leeds Street until it
comes to the Intercolonial Railway property; thence southerly along the
Intercolonial property and following the eastwardly side of Campbell Road to
the place of beginning.”
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Appendix B: Proposed re-planning of the Devastated Area (Thomas Adams, “The Planning of the New Halifax,” The Contract Record 32, no. 35 (1918): 680-683.)
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Appendix C: Map referred to in the City of Halifax Town Planning Scheme, Map No. 4. (City of Halifax, 1922. XX-18, City of Halifax fonds, Halifax Municipal Archives, Dartmouth NS)
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Appendix D: 1945 Master Plan for the City of Halifax (Civic Planning Commission, 1945. 711.45.H17, Reference Collection, Halifax Municipal Archives, Dartmouth NS)
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